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Weekly Newsletter

Clover Hill VA Infant and Nursery School

learning updates…
This week we had a message from Bob (the man on the moon) explaining that he had found
some sculptures left on the moon. We looked at what sculptures are and discussed the
word ‘balance’. We practised balancing in different ways and made a base using card;
which we will use for the base of our own sculptures later on. In PE, we had a circuit of
activities to complete, involving throwing skills and long jump. We have also been doing lots
of partner reading in class, sharing stories with our friends and asking and answering
questions about different texts.

English
In Literacy this week we have continued
writing our alien story. We have been
focussing on the problem and the solution
and including different sentence starters
and conjunctions to improve our writing.

Next Week’s Rhyme…

Mathematics
In Maths this week we have been
recapping subtraction. We have thought
about two strategies we can use (taking
the tens first then the units or
counting on from the smallest number
to the biggest). We have also looked at
3D shapes, counting the faces, edges
and vertices.

The Changing Moon
Moon in the sky.
Some nights you're big and round.
Some nights you're very small.
Some nights you're only sliver size.
Some nights you're not at all.

Reminders…
Transition afternoon at St Michaels –
Thursday 6th July (Please pick your
child up from St Michaels at
3:15pm).
UK Week – Your child can wear red,
blue or white on Friday 7th July.
PE day is every Wednesday. Please
ensure your child has a kit in school.

Owls
Molly and Tiyanna
Kingfishers
Kacey and Molly B

☺
Vocabulary of the week

balance, sculpture,
subtract

Please discuss these words with your child☺

